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This internationally celebrated memoir is now a new Showtime original series.

Belle couldn't find a job after University. Her impressive degree was not paying
her rent or buying her food. But after a fantastic threesome with a very rich
couple who gave her a ton of money, Belle realized that she could earn more than
anyone she knew--by becoming a call girl. The rest is history. Belle became a
20-something London working girl--and had the audacity to write about it--
anonymously. The shockingly candid and explicit diary she put on the Internet
became a London sensation. She shares her entire journey inside the world of
high-priced escorts, including fascinating and explicit insights about her job and
her clients, her various boyfriends, and a taboo lifestyle that has to be read to be
believed. The witty observations, shocking revelations, and hilarious scenarios
deliver like the very best fiction and make for a titillating reading experience
unlike any other.
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Editorial Review

From Publishers Weekly
In this entertaining memoir, a 28-year-old British university grad gravitates to London to find a proper job,
gets discouraged by temp office work and turns to the lucrative world of the sex trade, where she is asked
how she does on her A-levels"not university requirements, but "anals." Anonymous is frank and enterprising,
and eager to dish the details of her life as a call girl for an elite London agency that charges £300 per
hour""more than 30 times what I would have made doing anything else," she notes briskly. She's had a little
experience as a dominatrix and isn't averse to having sex with women; she's open, definitely, to certain
procedures such as fisting, rimming and OWO, or Oral Without (a condom). What sets this chronicle apart
from being a numbing operations manual is the author's saucy, ironic tone (she loves her Jewish family), her
evident intelligence (she studied French and catches clients' literary allusions) and well-placed friends she
describes with hilarious precision. With her "straitlaced as a whalebone corset" boyfriend, she actually hopes
for true love, and even reveals to him her profession"which she details on her Web site that the Guardian
awarded in 2003 "Best Written British Blog." (July)
Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Review
'Sometimes shocking, always lively and amusing, Belle is a real Moll Flanders for the 21st century. Her
honesty makes for compelling reading.' WATERSTONE'S BOOKS QUARTERLY (January 2005) 'Belle's
writing is fluid and funny and it's hard not to admire her total disregard for what others think - you go girl!' --
Shauna Bartlett GLAMOUR (February) 'Belle is sparky; she has a voice.' -- Rachel Cooke NEW
STATESMAN (17.1.05) 'Sensational account of the comings and going of one of the capital's escorts.' --
Camilla Long TATLER (February 2005) 'I avidly read her descriptions of her sexual comings -and-goings...
But it is the peripheral details that make this account so readable,' -- Craig Brown MAIL ON SUNDAY
(16.1.05) **** 'Belle writes with panache...[and] there are some sharp, funny moments.' -- India Knight
SUNDAY TIMES (16.1.05) 'the voyeurism is too good to miss.' MIRROR (14.1.05) 'It's bright, breezy and
full of musings on art and arses and, naturally, men.' GQ (February 2005) 'a lurid, witty, sad, moving
and...honest version of her life as a call girl...The author is clearly well-educated, and peppers her writings
with erudite literary allusions...Whoever Belle is, she is obviously witty and clever, but also touched by
melancholy. An intriguing, often disturbing work.' -- Lucy Cavendish EVENING STANDARD (17.1.05) 'It's
frank, funny and completely addictive...Sometimes shocking, often hilarious, this is a definite must read of
an insight into the secret life of an extraordinary, ordinary woman. You won't be able to put it down.'
BEAUTYANDTHEDIRT.COM 'She lists like Hornby. She talks dirty like Amis. She has the misanthropy of
Larkin and examines the finer points of sexual technique as she is adjusting the torque on a beloved but
temperamental old E-type...It's hard to believe that this clever and candid new voice has no more to say.
Whoever the author is, she should give up the day job. Only then will we find out what the real Belle de Jour
is made of.' -- Katy Guest INDEPENDENT (21.1.05) 'In between appointments, Belle slots in real dates and
holidays, and treats us to excepts from her 'A-Z Of London Sex Work' - tips on how to chat to clients ('Lie
your head off. Think of it as proving ground for a future political career'), where to buy your knickers and
how to smuggle whips into hotels.' -- Hephizibah Anderson DAILY MAIL (21.1.05) 'nicely written, in
breezy, journalistic style - Bridget Jones stops moaning and goes on the game, so to speak. Belle is quick-
witted [and] funny.' -- Jane Shilling SUNDAY TELEGRAPH (23.1.05) '[a] must read book. A voyeuristic
glimpse into the glamour and revelations of her life. A really gripping read.' B MAGAZINE (March 2005)
'don't miss Belle de Jour's The Intimate Adventures of a London Call Girl.' RED (March 2005) 'Belle's witty
musings make this a very entertaining read.' BIG ISSUE (24-30 January) '...witty descriptions...' -- Steven
Poole GUARDIAN (5.2.05) 'In the mysterious Belle de Jour's autobiography cunnillingus blends with



cunning linguistics to satisy all tastes.' LADSMAG (Sport Newspapers) 'A talent for comedy means it's not
really porn, and it's barely erotica - more like one long open-mic stand-up routine about a working girl's lige
and the people she meets...a guaranteed hit.' FOCUS (May 2005)

About the Author
Belle de Jour is the nom de plume of a London call girl. She is a regular contributor to a number of
newspapers and magazines. She lives and works in London.

Users Review

From reader reviews:

Jerry Hernandez:

Do you one among people who can't read enjoyable if the sentence chained inside straightway, hold on guys
this particular aren't like that. This Secret Diary of a Call Girl book is readable by you who hate the perfect
word style. You will find the details here are arrange for enjoyable reading through experience without
leaving actually decrease the knowledge that want to provide to you. The writer regarding Secret Diary of a
Call Girl content conveys the thought easily to understand by a lot of people. The printed and e-book are not
different in the written content but it just different by means of it. So , do you continue to thinking Secret
Diary of a Call Girl is not loveable to be your top record reading book?

Rolanda Parker:

Beside this Secret Diary of a Call Girl in your phone, it could possibly give you a way to get closer to the
new knowledge or facts. The information and the knowledge you can got here is fresh from the oven so don't
always be worry if you feel like an old people live in narrow small town. It is good thing to have Secret
Diary of a Call Girl because this book offers for you readable information. Do you oftentimes have book but
you rarely get what it's all about. Oh come on, that wil happen if you have this in the hand. The Enjoyable
agreement here cannot be questionable, similar to treasuring beautiful island. So do you still want to miss it?
Find this book as well as read it from right now!

Eunice Buckley:

That e-book can make you to feel relax. That book Secret Diary of a Call Girl was vibrant and of course has
pictures around. As we know that book Secret Diary of a Call Girl has many kinds or style. Start from kids
until young adults. For example Naruto or Private eye Conan you can read and believe you are the character
on there. Therefore not at all of book usually are make you bored, any it makes you feel happy, fun and chill
out. Try to choose the best book for yourself and try to like reading which.

William Rockwood:

What is your hobby? Have you heard that question when you got pupils? We believe that that question was
given by teacher for their students. Many kinds of hobby, Everybody has different hobby. So you know that
little person including reading or as studying become their hobby. You have to know that reading is very



important in addition to book as to be the issue. Book is important thing to add you knowledge, except your
teacher or lecturer. You get good news or update about something by book. Numerous books that can you
take to be your object. One of them are these claims Secret Diary of a Call Girl.
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